
Effective Malicious Code Identification

I. BACKGROUND

As attacks against source code have grown exponentially,
malicious code injection has become a major threat to Internet
security. Some code may engage in some suspicious and
dangerous behaviors in the process of serving users, such as
reserving special passwords or keys, connecting to the network
without authorization, monitoring screens and keyboards, and
hiding processes. These behaviors may damage the availability
of computer systems and bring a series of losses and risks to
users. The enterprise production, communication and informa-
tion security are severely challenged

A. Malicious Code Poisoning Cases

• 2020.03, malware designed to enumerate and backdoor
NetBeans projects. Uses the build process and its re-
sulting artifacts to spread itself: https://bit.ly/3U2msZn
(GitHub Security Lab)

• With 20 million + weekly downloads, the NPM li-
brary colors has been updated with version 1.4.1.
The version was launched with malicious code that
crashed upon installation, displaying an American flag:
https://bit.ly/3SNGUf1 (GitHub colors.js)

• 2017.08 Xshell Build version 1322 was found and con-
firmed that there is a backdoor code in nssock2.dll

component. Malicious code will collect host information
and send it to DGA domain name, and there are other
more malicious function codes

II. TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

Efficient and accurate identification of malicious source
code based on static behavior analysis: The existing virus
scanning engine based on binary cannot detect malicious
behavior in source code well. Although more and more related
studies are concerned, the detection techniques and effects
are different due to language differences. The static behavior
analysis of single-file source code and full source code may be
missing or inefficient, which cannot meet the security scanning
requirements of a large number of software

III. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

• Technical versatility/flexibility: Gain insight into the
malicious behavior of source code of each language,
provide multi-language common detection technologies,
and support detection of multiple malicious behavior pat-
terns, including but not limited to backdoor, information
leakage, bounce shell, and encryption of malicious code.

• Detection performance: Supports automatic filtering and
analysis of files related to malicious behavior. Supports

Fig. 1. Taxonomy of Attacks on OSS Supply Changes [1]



cross-file malicious behavior detection and improves code
analysis efficiency

IV. RELATED WORK

• Rule scanning: Malicious rule patterns are manually
defined, which has good detection performance. However,
the detection accuracy is not ideal.

• Malicious behavior analysis: A recent article [2] in-
troduces a method for malicious behavior detection in
software packages and successfully identifies over 300
malware packages. In addition, the malicious behavior of
single files in different interpreted languages is studied
and analyzed, which can improve the detection accuracy
of rule scanning.
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